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Joyroom JR-HG1 Wired Gaming Headset-Dark Green

Joyroom JR-HG1 round-ear gaming headphones (dark green)
Looking for a proven piece of equipment to complete your gaming corner? Joyroom headphones will be perfect for you! They will provide
you with unforgettable sound effects, and moreover, thanks to their LED lighting effects, they will fit perfectly into the whole character of
the room. In addition, thanks to the ergonomic design, you can wear them for a very long time.  
 
Reliable equipment
The Joyroom headphones  will  be  an  indispensable  gaming gadget  no  matter  what  hardware  you choose,  as  they  are  compatible  with
many devices including PC, MAC, tablet PC, cell phone or PS4/5 and XBOX. Moreover, just plug them in and you can use them right away.
Enjoy stable sound, thanks to the 3.5mm plug connection.
 
Complementing your gaming zone
The Joyroom JR-HG1 headphones will be the perfect complement to your gaming zone with their wonderful LED lighting effects. They will
enhance the atmosphere of the entire game in an amazing way, and you will be able to successfully go through more games.
 
Powerful equipment 
Joyroom  gaming  headphones  are  distinguished  by  their  excellent  sound.  Thanks  to  the  powerful  50mm  speaker,  you  can  count  on
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amazing bass effects or immersive and amazing live sound. From today, no opponent will surprise you anymore!
 
Built-in microphone
For more comfortable gameplay and for easier communication with other players, Joyroom headphones are equipped with an adjustable
microphone. It perfectly isolates noise, making the transmission of your voice clearer. In addition, it works omni-directionally, so you can
adjust it the way you like best. 
 
Tailored to your needs
The Joyroom headphones were created with your needs in mind, so they have a volume control, as well as a microphone mute button.
You can easily adjust the sound to your liking, or turn the microphone on and off, even during thrilling gameplay. From now on, you will
always stay focused while playing!
 
Comfort of use
Joyroom gaming headphones will be comfortable to use, as they feature a lightweight design. Moreover, even their prolonged use will not
be  tiring,  as  the  earcups  have  breathable  memory  foam,  which  makes  the  whole  design  suitable  even  for  several  hours  of  gaming.
Moreover, the headband is adjustable, so it is suitable for almost everyone.
 
	Producer 
	Joyroom
	Model
	JR-HG1
	Frequency response 
	20 Hz - 20 kHz
	Impedance 
	20Ω±15%
	SPL
	115±3 dB
	THD
	≤2%
	Input power 
	10 mw - 20 mw (max.)
	Headphone jack 
	3.5 mm
	Microphone sensitivity 
	-42±3dB
	Material 
	ABS + PC
	Weight 
	257 g
	Color 
	Dark green

Price:

€ 18.60
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